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About this 
Program Book
To commemorate 50 years of the South
Jersey NOW - Alice Paul Chapter, we held a
special program meeting on October 13,
2021. Along with the program meeting we
compiled two pieces of the chapter’s
history, forming this program book:

• A summary of 50 years of the chapter’s
newsletters

• Written reflections by past chapter
presidents (we made our best effort to
contact each past president and included
all submissions we received)



Newsletter Highlights - 1971-1980
• Established by Velma Brown and Ruth-Ellen Post

• First President - Judy Holzer

• First Newsletter - May 1972

• Addressed Cherry Hill Board in defense of student’s right to provide abortion information and overhaul of textbooks

• Organized letter writing to support women’s reproductive rights

• President - Velma Brown in 1975

• Employment task force established - collected job applications to determine if illegal questions were included

• Sexism in education task force established to address equality in sports, etc.

• Credit task force established to ensure compliance with law prohibiting credit denial based on sex

• Legislation task force established - to uphold continuance of 1973 Roe v. Wade Supreme Court decision on right to abortion

• Task force established to consider older women’s issues 

• Workshops on assertiveness training, women in transition, career planning, legal rights training, and coping skills

• Established non-sexist day care center at Rutgers University 



Ruth-Ellen Post – Chapter Co-Founder, 1971
I am thrilled to know that the fledgling NOW Chapter I “co-convened,“ as we used to say, so long ago, has grown and
thrived remarkably over all these years!
At the beginning, it was such a different time, and we took so much criticism. I always wondered what would ultimately
become of the effort. And now I find you went on to exceed all my expectations!
The early 70s were an exciting time and there are some interesting stories to tell. For example, Roe v. Wade was
decided by the Supreme Court around the time I was serving as President. Also, the Equal Rights Amendment was
being hotly debated and vehemently opposed by some very vocal anti-feminists. You probably know that the Equal
Rights Amendment now has sufficient support from state legislatures to finally be made part of the US Constitution,
but no real support in Congress to actually make that happen. (Some things never change!)
Also, people are shocked when I tell them it wasn’t until 1972 that Rutgers-Camden Law School began admitting
women based on the same academic criteria as men. Until then, only 3% of first-year classes were permitted to
include women students and they had to be beyond spectacular to get in – a virtually universal practice among law
schools until about that year. The response among women applicants was so overwhelming that writers from the New
York Times came to Camden to interview these women who, for the first time, comprised about 40% of the entering
class. I was actually asked if my husband was okay with my being in law school. Worse than that, I did not have an easy
answer for them. (Would anyone be surprised to know that a divorce followed a few years later?)
And then there was the struggle we women students had with such things as restroom facilities designed only to serve
a few female secretaries – not 40 or 50 women students. To illustrate our problem, we had to shut down one of the
large men’s rooms and gave new meaning to the concept of a “sit-In.”
In short, being part of the chapter’s 50-year celebration is an amazing honor and a joy – sort of like life coming full
circle.





Newsletter Highlights - 1971-1980 (continued)
• President Kathy Reilly - 1976

• Proposal for women’s shelter at Moorestown YWCA 

• Judy Buckman appointed Recording Secretary in 1977 and discussion of name change to Alice Paul Chapter

• Alice Paul Chapter adopted in 1978 - President Jane Mahorter-Rocco, Judy Buckman as Assistant Editor

• Postcard campaign to extend votes for ERA 

• Bus trip to Washington for support of ERA in August 1978. Part of 100,000 attending

• ERA Extension passed in 1978

• Center for abused women opened in Coles School on Church Road in Cherry Hill

• President Judy Buckman - 1978 to 1980

• Change in Clover Store on Rte. 70 that had specified toys for “boys and girls” 

• Letter writing to non-ratified states for ERA and for abortion support

• First annual Alice Paul award to high school senior

• Willingboro Shelter established for abused women, and collecting clothing for women leaving Clinton women’s prison 

• Escorting abortion clients into Cherry Hill Medical Center



Newsletter Highlights - 1981-1990
• Co-coordinators - Ruth Leppel and Marti Hamilton - 1982

• Letter writing campaign to urge state governors to support continuation of ERA as Supreme Court considers the issue

• Formation of Alice Paul NOW Political Action Committee, ALICE’s List, for candidate contributions that support women’s 
issues

• Workshop to ensure members’ education and awareness of issues and workshop on preparing a will

• Sponsored the Broadway play “Silkwood”

• Participated in March on Washington in support of pro-choice

• Letter campaign to support HR-100 banning sex discrimination in insurance

• Co-coordinators - Jean Perry and Barbara Irvine - 1983

• Supported newspaper ad for Planned Parenthood at tenth anniversary of Roe v. Wade decision

• Sponsored forums for candidates who supported women’s issues

• Workshop on self-defense against rape and one day workshop with Bella Abzug as the keynote speaker

• Co-coordinators Bobbi Ferrick and Lucille Pfleeger - 1985

• Subsidized March for Women’s Lives in Washington



Jean Perry – Chapter 
President, 1983-1984
Barbara Irvine and I agreed to be co-chairs of Alice Paul
NOW. Having co-chairs was a new idea, but because we
were both busy with new jobs and neither of us felt we
had the time to lead the organization individually we
suggested that we work together as chairs and the
organization agreed. Barbara and I were friends and we
thought we could make the concept of co-chairs work,
and we did.
A major concern at the time was the Equal Rights
Amendment not being ratified, only 35 of a needed 38
states had voted to ratify, even within the extension
time until 1982, and the whole idea of what to do next
was up in the air.



Barbara Irvine – Chapter President, 1983
When Jean Perry and I agreed to serve as co-presidents, the Chapter was still recovering from two major losses.

The previous summer on June 30, 1982, the fight for the ERA effectively ended for lack of 3 state ratifications. The Chapter and
its members had committed thousands of hours working toward ratification in NJ and then afterward for ratifications in
unratified states. The ERA loss hit the Chapter membership with great sadness and left many members looking for their next
challenge. The grief created by the ERA loss did not fully prepare the Chapter for what was to be a much more personal loss -
one that hit much closer to home.

In the fall of 1982, Shirley King and Judy Zitter, two beloved Chapter members and soon to be Chapter co-presidents, were
killed in an automobile accident on their way to a NOW Middle Atlantic Board meeting in Maryland. The Chapter membership
was shocked and deeply saddened by the loss of two such dedicated feminists and friends. We felt the loss of Shirley and Judy
with deep sorrow.

In 1983, Jean and I threw ourselves into the very difficult task of trying to fill Shirley and Judy’s “leadership shoes”. During a
planning meeting for a candidates’ night to be held in late September 1983, Jean made a simple observation when she said, “I
think that Alice Paul’s 100th birthday is coming up in 2 years – January 11, 1985. We should plan something.”

Jean’s statement led to the creation of an Alice Paul Centennial Committee, which I agreed to chair. That Committee began to
plan what would happen to highlight Alice Paul and her legacy on her 100th birthday. A centennial dinner was held on January
11, 1985. The sold-out event ultimately led to the creation of the Alice Paul Centennial Foundation (APCF), now Alice Paul
Institute (API). All 11 founding board members of APCF were members of the South Jersey NOW - Alice Paul Chapter.

The loss of the ERA and the untimely deaths of Shirley and Judy in 1982 ultimately played a role in the creation of an
organization led by South Jersey NOW members that honored the life and legacy of Alice Paul, to which Shirley and Judy had
committed so much passion and energy - women’s rights and the Equal Rights Amendment.



Bobbie Ferrick – Chapter President, 1984-1985
Perhaps the most significant initiative during that period was working toward establishing the creation of the Alice Paul
Foundation - now the Alice Paul Centennial Institute (for which Barbara Irvine, Judy Buckman, Nancy Buchannan, Chris Borget,
and others worked tirelessly seeking historical records, financing, working with Swarthmore College & Alice Paul's estate, to
gradually, over time procure what we then referred to as Paulsdale. I take no credit for that, but consider it one of the greatest
spinoff achievements the Chapter accomplished - including eventually getting the designation of a National Historic Landmark,
a postage stamp for Alice Paul, etc. I laud their efforts and the gains realized through the years of serving so many girls and
women, who have subsequently come through those doors for leadership training, etc. It is these early foundation members
who should be recognized).

Another prominent memory from this period is that of Geraldine Ferraro being nominated by Walter Mondale to be his VP /
running mate on the Democratic Ticket in the 1984 Presidential election (first female on major party ticket) -- though Ronald
Regan was returned to office as President along with his running mate, George H. W. Bush, by droves of female voters, despite
Reagan's anti feminist / family record and policies.

In general, I recall marches in Washington & Atlantic City while I was a part of NOW, the push for: greater enforcement of Title
IX, pay equity, the ERA, advocating and donating to women's shelters, promoting women's reproductive rights (and a program
to escort patrons at a local clinic to ensure their safety), hosting Alice Paul's biographer at a program meeting (prior to the
book being completed), hosting political debates for state and local candidates, endless state board mtgs., writing monthly
newsletter columns, participating in National NOW conferences in Miami & New Orleans, assembling typed / initially
mimeographed (!) newsletters each month, in addition to funding, baking / serving refreshments, and staffing tables at
meetings and outreach events like sidewalk sales and the Burlington County Farm Fair to recruit members. Today, ERA
ratification, equal opportunity, pay equity & LGBTQ rights remain a few of the many issues we continue to work toward as a
nation.



Newsletter Highlights - 1981-1990 (continued)
• Co-coordinators - Lucille Pleeger and Linda Kozaski – 1986

• Meeting with Cherry Hill mayor to demand anti-abortion criminals be brought to justice

• Co-coordinators - Chris Borget and Judy Buckman - 1987

• Rallies and letter campaign to stop confirmation of Robert Bork to the Supreme Court

• Members assisted women at Cherry Hill Women’s Center when sit-in protesters tried to prevent access to abortions

• Co-Presidents Mary Frintner and Marion Steininger - 1988

• Presented thousands of signed ERA petitions to Congress on steps of Capitol Building

• Attended March for Women’s Equality in Washington DC

• Co-Presidents Cheryl Maitlin and Judy Storey Maritato - 1990

• Legal Action Group established to improve judicial system

• Stopped local Shop and Bag grocery from posting an illegal help wanted “boys” sign



Lucile Pfleeger– Chapter President, 1985-1986
Reflection written by Judith Glick Buckman and David Pfleeger

Lucile Harkness Pfleeger was an active member of South Jersey NOW – Alice Paul Chapter in the 1980s and 1990s, along with
her wonderful husband Clarke. In addition to serving as chapter president, Lucile also started the clinic defense team (this was
before it was just clinic escorting) at the Cherry Hill Women’s Center. Lucile and her team had to lock their arms together to
keep the anti-choice fanatics from shutting down the clinic. Lucile also started South Jersey NOW’s Lesbian Rights Task Force as
well as PASA, People Against Spouse Abuse, the first battered women’s shelter in Gloucester County.

But before all of this, one of Lucile’s earliest efforts for social justice was when she took her friend, who was then president of
the state NAACP, to the previously segregated pool in her hometown of Glassboro. The Pfleegers also integrated a facility
through the “white family/black family/white family” approach, which is used with realtors who won’t rent or sell to black
families: a while family went in and was admitted, then a black family was turned away (“nope, sorry, no more room”), then a
white family was admitted. After which, the NAACP swept in and brought suit against the facility.

Then years ago, Lucile was given a lifetime achievement award from the NAACP. She also received a lifetime achievement
award from Garden State Equality. I (Judy) attended that ceremony. Half of our table was NOW folks and the other half were
males from various gay right groups. We all agreed that “we wanted to be Lucile Pfleeger when we grew up,” a wonderful
tribute to her.



Linda Kozarski –
Chapter President, 
1986
Reflection written by Bobbie Ferrick

Linda Kozarski, who served as Chapter President after
me, will be unable to respond to any communications
you may have attempted, as she has advanced MS and
currently resides in a long-term care facility as a result.
Linda was especially committed to issues concerning
domestic violence, reproductive rights, pay equity, and
equal opportunity, as she was personally pursuing a
lawsuit against her employer at that time to be
afforded the opportunity to move from the clerical staff
to a truck driver. While she was not successful in that
lawsuit, she did go on to a career thereafter as a truck
driver in route sales for various major companies
before owning her own truck / FedEx route. (Anyone
interested can reach me (Bobbie) for more details
regarding her contact info. I also recently found a
newspaper picture / clipping of the Atlantic City
Boardwalk march I referenced, which I removed from
Linda's cork board in preparation for the sale of her
condo but was unable to locate for this program book).



Mary Frintner - Chapter 
President, 1988-1989
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, there were critical
challenges in the Supreme Court to the 1973 Roe v Wade
ruling on abortion rights. Those challenges were the focal
point of NOW’s activities when I served as co-President with
Marion Steininger. Members of the Alice Paul chapter served
as escorts at a Cherry Hill clinic, lobbied elected officials
tirelessly, and filled four busloads to participate in the
(enormous and exhilarating!) March for Women’s Lives in
1989.

I distinctly remember being on the phone with Marion to
watch the breaking news announcement of the Supreme
Court’s Webster decision [to restrict public funds from being
used for abortions]. Despite its restrictive provisions, we were
thrilled that the justices refused to use it as the vehicle for
overturning Roe v Wade.

Three decades later, though discouraged that abortion rights
are again under grave attack, I’m sending gratitude for the
ongoing commitment of South Jersey NOW to equity and
justice for women.



Marion Steininger –
Chapter President, 
1988-1989

Being the president of our NOW chapter was an honor; in
hindsight, I know that I didn't live up to it, and that my co-
president, Mary, did 99% of the work. This is my chance to
publicly express my gratitude to her.

I became more involved after I retired. I suggested and helped
to create ALICE'S List and the Essay Contest; both are still
annual chapter events. When several of us aged out of driving
at night, I helped to develop NITA (NOW in the Afternoon). We
still meet, but our numbers are decreasing, as members die or
move (closer to family or to Memory Care facilities). We are in
our seventies, eighties, and nineties, still devoted to the
radical idea that girls and women are also human beings -
citizens still working for their equal rights.



Newsletter Highlights - 1991-2000
• Workshop on legal alternatives for women and gay and lesbian task force established

• Co-Presidents - Lynn Murray and Barbara Pilborough - 1991

• Co-Presidents - Lynn Murray and Lorraine Petrie - 1992

• March on Washington for right to choose

• Marches on Marlton Loyalty Days and Voorhees Parade to support women in government

• Freedom walk in Atlantic City

• First annual Alice Paul Feminist Contest

• Reached level of 500 members in 1992

• Co-Presidents - Barbara Ellis and Bobbie Murakami - 1993

• March on Washington for lesbian, gay and bi rights, and March in Atlantic City protesting violence against women

• Walkathon in Atlantic City to support women in the workforce

• Contributed to help preserve Paulsdale, Alice Paul’s birthplace and home, a national historic landmark

• Co-Presidents - Twyla Bevilacqua, Kristen Wahner - first half 1995

• Rally to end violence against women in Washington DC

• Co-Presidents – JoAnne Romano and Carole Roskoph - later 1995

• Established task force on violence against women



Barbara Ellis –
Chapter President, 
1993-1994

My co-presidency with Bobbie Murakami was a
gratifying experience. My original motivation for
joining the Alice Paul NOW Chapter was the abortion
issue. This issue was as dominant during my co-
presidency as it remains to be today.

Clinic Defense coordinators, Kathy Ruben and Bob
Rowell, advised members to arrive at the Cherry Hill
Women's Center prior to 6 AM. Before sunrise, anti-
choice groups would drive past to search for an
unprotected clinic to raid. Lucile Pfleeger, mentor
supreme, was always an encouraging voice in this
struggle. Clinic director, Diane Straus, would bring hot
chocolate to volunteers during the freezing weather.
Defenders would disperse anti-choice protestors and
their children by giving a live demonstration of
condom use on a cucumber.

My respect for all volunteers before and after my co-
presidency is unending. Congratulations for the first
fifty years of our bond in Alice Paul NOW and wishing
the need for women’s equality struggles would
disappear within the next fifty years!



Newsletter Highlights - 1991-2000 (continued)
• Published Alice Paul’s Women’s Business Directory

• Celebrated 25th year anniversary

• Established Hall of Fame for outstanding achievement – Judy Buckman and Barbara Irvine first inductees

• Established Young Feminist Taskforce for women 30 years of age and younger, established Book Club

• 1997 Hall of Fame inductee - Lucille Harkness Pfleeger

• Co-Presidents - Linda Fell and Lynn Max - 1998

• Established Women’s Fair, a gathering of women-owned or home-based businesses

• 1998 Hall of Fame inductee - Marion Steininger

• Co-Presidents - Linda Fell and Grace D’Adamo Gallanda - 1999

• Co-Presidents - Rita Spaulding  and Janet D’Angleo - 2000

• Pro-choice rally in Trenton

• Letter writing campaign to retailer, Toys Are Us, helped stop remodeling “Boys World” and “Girls World” sections

• March for Women’s Rights in Washington DC

• Letter/email campaign to oppose law requiring parent notification for minors requesting abortions-NJ Supreme Court 
overturned the law



Linda Fell Peterson –
Chapter President, 
1998-1999
The biggest thing I take away from my time as chapter
president is all the good things that we contributed to
the safety of the clinics and the overall rights of
women. We also helped many other organizations
progress in their mission.

I also met many lifelong friends and associates. It was
so valuable to know there are others out there that
think similarly to myself. While we may not always be
exactly on the same page, we are open and
understand each other‘s feelings and opinions.



Janet D’Angelo – Chapter President, 2000
First of all, WOW! and Congratulations to South Jersey NOW for 50 years of strong advocacy!
In 2000, I was lucky enough to serve as a co-president of the chapter along with Rita Spaulding -- a strong, principled woman with great
organizational and people skills. What I recall and cherish most about my time as co-president are the amazing people of the chapter and
their dedication to women’s causes. These people embodied the spirit of NOW. While I am not active much at all anymore, my heart still
thrills to see some familiar names as I read through the newsletter -- and it rejoices at all the new ones that have come along since my
time with the chapter. Looking back on my time as president I am aware of the subtle changes it made in me - realizing that small things
do make a difference.
At the turn of the century, we were employing some old school activism and getting things done. I fondly remember our letter writing --
valuable use of the first few minutes of our program meetings. We covered a wide range of topics writing to our legislators frequently to
be sure voices for women’s issues were noted. I was also so proud of ALICE’s list - the local version of the larger state and national
programs to help fund-raise for women candidates. I participated in interviewing some candidates and those were really eye-opening to a
young person who had no idea about the local political scene. To some of those candidates a few hundred dollars meant so much to their
campaign - one extra mailing, one more event to get their name heard and their position understood. I thought this was a wonderful part
of South Jersey NOW’s outreach.
These “small” things - writing a letter, giving $25, walking along with a sign made by my 30-something self - made me realize that small
things lead to much bigger things - a legislator’s team reconsidering part of a bill, a female candidate bringing OUR voices to a local town
council, a passerby seeing us and thinking “is that a big deal?” and looking into something like reproductive rights, or pay equity and then
perhaps doing their own “small thing” to work to change the bigger picture. This has shaped my outlook on how to make changes in other
areas of my life - I learned to pick a smaller task to help promote a bigger change.
I look back with fondness and pride in all that was done by the hard-working members of SJ NOW during my time as co-president. And I
am thankful for the changes in me as a result of being a part of this special NOW chapter working with a very special co-president. Keep
up the good work, South Jersey NOW!!



Newsletter Highlights - 2001 - 2010
• Co-Presidents - Karen Scheffler and Jennifer Armiger - 2001

• 2001 Hall of Fame inductee - Lorraine Petrie

• March on Washington - Emergency Action for Women’s Lives to keep abortion legal

• Implemented program - Self Defense Without Fighting

• Organized program, Protect Roe v Wade Speak Out at Rowan University

• 2002 Hall of Fame inductee - Audrey Burns

• Established rape kit committee to ensure all rape kits in NJ are processed

• Protesting Walmart as a “merchant of shame”

• Co-Presidents - Angela Garson and Tedi Marville - 2003 

• Helped sponsor town meetings on marriage equality, domestic partnership benefits, and nontraditional families

• Participated in March for Women’s Lives in Washington D.C.

• Co-Presidents - Angela Garson and Amanda Kifferley - 2004

• Established South Jersey Mothering NOW Group

• In 2004, official new name: South Jersey NOW-Alice Paul Chapter

• Sponsored An Open Conversation About Abortion program



Rita Spaulding – Chapter President, 2000; 2007-2008
The key feminist issue that South Jersey NOW was working on during my presidency was reproductive rights. I joined the
chapter because of my fervent and firm belief that all women deserve rights to reproductive freedom. This continued through
my two terms as president.

South Jersey NOW assembled our chapter’s Clinic Defense Team in order to support the South Jersey Women’s Center. That is
the main reason I joined the chapter and contributed to my perseverance to be involved with Clinic Defense to this day.

The South Jersey Clinic Defense Task Force is an all-volunteer, non-violent group founded in the 1980s to promote peaceful
and safe access to reproductive health clinics in the South Jersey area. I started my work as a clinic defender in the spring of
1993. Anti-choice group Operation Rescue was in full-force and operational mode. The members of that organization scared
women across the country and even resorted to killing doctors and staff at women’s clinics. I continued my work with our Clinic
Defense Team to defend the rights of the women who utilized our local South Jersey clinic. I was undaunted by the opposing
organization’s terroristic threats. The clinic provided escorts to ensure a peaceful and reassuring presence for patients, their
companions, and staff, at the South Jersey Women’s Center’s clinic.

The clinic defense team is necessary because many anti-choice protesters still try to intimidate or harass anyone who provides
or uses services at reproductive health clinics. Clinic Defense helps counter these protesters’ acts of harassment, picketing, and
vandalism at clinics so that they remain open and accessible for all patients and companions. We now escort at the request of
clinic owner and in cooperation with local law enforcement in Cherry Hill.

It is incredible and astounding that we are still discussing, debating, and defending a women’s right to choose. We must
continue to defend a women’s right to choose and be involved in what is happening locally on the front lines of this insidious
movement against reproductive rights.



Jennifer J. Armiger – Chapter President, 
2001-2002; 2005-2006
My time as co-president of South Jersey NOW - Alice Paul Chapter stands out in my memory as one of the happiest and most
important periods of my adult life. Whether folding, sealing and stuffing newsletters at Judy Buckman’s house or marching on
Washington for women’s lives, the members of the chapter put their heart and soul, their time and energy into every thought
and action. Each and every day they stood up in big and small ways for justice and equality for women, and through their
actions, I learned so much.

Highlights of my time co-leading the work of this small band of impassioned activists include hosting the always interesting
program meetings at the First Baptist Church in Moorestown; sweltering in the heat while staffing the chapter table at the
Burlington County Farm Fair; the annual feminist essay contest, through which we were able to showcase the nascent feminist
thought of the next generation; protecting women’s reproductive rights and access to abortion by escorting them safely into
the Cherry Hill Women’s Center, away from the vitriol and threats from the anti contingent; and supporting the passage of the
first paid family leave legislation in New Jersey.

Don’t mistake me--there were moments when we all felt powerless against the greater forces around us and that turning the
tide was an insurmountable challenge. But we soldiered on, just like the founders of the chapter did in the 1970s and 1980s,
and just like the chapter’s namesake, Alice Paul, did in the early twentieth century. I like to think that we had (and continue to
have) an impact far greater than our numbers and I consider it my great fortune in life to have fallen in with a group of
likeminded women (and men) who inspired me every day. In our contemporary moment, I am reminded of the challenges we
continue to face, including the resurgence of virulent sexism and objectification, the encroaching efforts to strip women of
their basic reproductive rights, and the crisis of politics and truth in our nation. These events signal that the fight is not yet
over, and much work remains to be done. As they have been historically, South Jersey NOW - Alice Paul Chapter members will
continue to stand up, to show up, and to serve as a beacon for like-minded activists to come together and say “no,” the line
stops here.



Angela Garson – Chapter 
President, 2003-2004
My strongest memory of the South Jersey NOW - Alice Paul Chapter is
of attending my first meeting. My son had "suddenly" left for college in
NYC, and I was an empty-nester, single parent at a complete loss.

A highlight of my time as President is that we instituted a co-presidency
which made it more manageable, and enjoyable, for those serving. We
were all working in demanding jobs and it definitely helped to share
the load of planning, agendas, and newsletter contributions. I got to
collaborate with two other remarkable humans during my terms.

The challenge we all faced was: WHY are we still fighting these battles?
Even today, in the 21st century. At times it was demoralizing; at other
times, energizing.

Thanks for continuing the good trouble.



Newsletter Highlights - 2001 - 2010 (continued)

• Demonstration against the Promise Keepers conference in Philadelphia

• NJ Women Making History honor Judy Buckman and Barbara Irvine sponsored by NJ NOW

• Co-Presidents - Jennifer Armiger and Kate Gribbin - 2006

• Act NOW introduces Send A Letter, SAL, for monthly causes

• Co-Presidents - Rita Spaulding and Eve Weissman – 2007

• Jenifer Armiger - 2007 Honoree for the Alice Paul Hall of Fame

• Co-President Joy Ellen Booth replacing Eve Weissman who relocated - 2008

• Event - International Dialogue of Feminism

• Letter writing and phone call campaign to pass Family Leave as a law

• Co-Presidents Lorraine Petrie and Joy Ellen Booth - 2009

• Event - Everything you always wanted to know about credit

• Endorsed single-payer healthcare participating in Washington DC March



Joy Ellen Booth –
Chapter President, 
2009-2010
Being President/Co-President of Alice Paul
Chapter of NOW was rewarding in many ways
for me personally and politically. Every task,
meeting or event was a chance for me to make
dear friends, to learn to trust my thinking and to
trust and support the thinking of others, too.

South Jersey NOW - Alice Paul Chapter is a
group of dedicated feminists working to make a
better world for everyone, not just NOW
members.

I congratulate us on 50 years!!



Lorraine Petrie –
Chapter President, 
1992; 2009-2010
After 30 years as a chapter member, and two stints as Co-
President, I am still being amazed at what our chapter
members can accomplish together. Any time the country
makes a move in the wrong direction, we step up. We
hope, we strategize, we organize, we persist. We show
people that feminism builds better people and better
societies. And today, we have more people than ever
supporting feminist, progressive values. Recently, I was
asked, “If you were to give your younger self one piece of
advice, what would it be?” My response was, “Find your
people; find the place where you belong.” My people,
and the place I belong, is the South Jersey NOW – Alice
Paul Chapter. I’m so grateful we found each other.



Newsletter Highlights - 2011 - 2021
• President - Jessica Van Liere - 2011

• Event - Fighting poverty and what you can do about it

• Letter campaign in support of bills to recognize Alice Paul with a Congressional Gold Medal

• We Are Women March in Washington DC

• Partnered with Burlington County NAACP to register voters to help re-elect President Obama

• President - Norma Blake – 2013

• Planned Parenthood presentation of Florence M. Berman Public Affairs Award to Judy Buckman in areas of reproductive 
rights, women’s equality, and social justice

• Judy Buckman replaces Norma Blake as President due to family emergency - 2014

• Outstanding Woman of Burlington County awarded to Judy Buckman

• Sponsored program Money and Politics and its effect on women seeking elected office

• Establishment of Judith Glick Buckman Fund for the Future

• Supporting and Volunteering Hillary for President

• South Jersey NOW and NJ Universal Healthcare Coalition co/sponsor event to Women Owned Business Enterprise



Newsletter Highlights - 2011 -2021 (continued)
• South Jersey NOW - Alice Paul Chapter membership becomes largest in New Jersey

• Women’s March on Washington DC, Trenton, and Philadelphia

• Formation of SJNOW Indivisible political group

• Pink Hats Woman’s March

• Andy Kim wins 3rd District Congressional seat

• Support for South Jersey Immigration Forum

• Support for Andy Kim for second term 

• Chapter fundraiser: hosts NOW - New Jersey State Board at Paulsdale in Mt. Laurel



Judith Glick Buckman – Chapter President, 
1978-1980; 1987; 2013-2021
I have been president of South Jersey NOW-Alice Paul Chapter for three terms. The
first term was by myself from 1978-1980. The second term was when I served with
Chris Borget in 1987. The third term was from 2013 to 2021. The highlight of my
most recent term was the month following Donald Trump’s election. The day after
his inauguration, millions of women marched nationwide, and worldwide, in
protest. Those marches resulted in dozens of anti-Trump activist groups being
formed which continue to this day. In only two months, South Jersey NOW’s chapter
membership more than doubled, a feat that would have otherwise taken years to
accomplish. This newfound activist energy went on to elect a progressive
Congressman in our District and, later, to flip the House of Representatives to a
Democratic majority. All of this was thrilling and a show of our newfound activist
strength and power.

My NOW membership, encompassing 47 years, has been one of the most positive
influences in my life. Through divorce, breast cancer, job layoffs and all of life’s other
ups and downs, NOW has been the one constant up in my life. It has given me skills
I didn’t know I had, it has taught me to be a leader (which in my youth I would have
never ever believed), and it has given me a sense of accomplishment that hasn’t
been matched by anything else I’ve ever done. It’s truly been a gift. People talk
about how much I’ve given to NOW, but the truth is, NOW has given me so much
more than I could ever repay.

If someone has something in their lives that they’d gladly do until midnight and
have to force themselves to stop doing so they can get to bed, I think that person is
very fortunate. That’s what NOW has given me and for that, I’m extremely grateful.
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